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WWII PROPAGANDA:
CLOSE READING
BY: NANCY GUIDRY

propaganda
NOUN
1 Information, especially of a biased or misleading nature,
used to promote a political cause or point of view.
‘he was charged with distributing enemy propaganda’
1.1 The dissemination of propaganda as a political strategy.
‘the party's leaders believed that a long period of education
and propaganda would be necessary’

Pre-reading:
Propaganda Techniques
• NAME CALLING – links a person, or idea, to a negative symbol. Examples: commie, fascist, yuppie
• GLITTERING GENERALITIES – use of virtue words; the opposite of name calling, i.e., links a
person, or idea, to a positive symbol. Examples: democracy, patriotism, family
The next two are ways of making false connections:
• TRANSFER – a device by which the propagandist links the authority or prestige of something well respected and revered, such as church or
nation, to something he would have us accept. Example: a political activist closes her speech with a prayer
• TESTIMONIAL – a public figure or a celebrity promotes or endorses a product, a policy, or a political candidate. Examples: an athlete
appears on the Wheaties box; an actor speaks at a political rally
The following three constitute special appeals:
• PLAIN FOLKS – attempt to convince the audience that a prominent person and his ideas are “of
the people.” Examples: a prominent politician eats at McDonald’s; an actress is photographed shopping for groceries
• BANDWAGON – makes the appeal that “everyone else is doing it, and so should you.” Examples: an ad states that “everyone is rushing
down to their Ford dealer”
• FEAR – plays on deep-seated fears; warns the audience that disaster will result if they do not follow a particular course of action. Example: an
insurance company pamphlet includes pictures of houses destroyed floods, followed up by details about home-owners’ insurance.
The next two are types of logical fallacies:
• BAD LOGIC – an illogical message is not necessarily propagandistic; it can be just a logical mistake; it is propaganda if logic is
manipulated deliberately to promote a cause. Example: Senator X wants to regulate the power industry. All Communist governments
regulate their power industries. Senator X is a Communist.
• UNWARRANTED EXTRAPOLATION – making huge predictions about the future on the basis
of a few small facts. Example: If Congress passes legislation limiting the availability of automatic weapons, America will slide down a
slippery slope which will ultimately result in the banning of all guns, the destruction of the Constitution, and a totalitarian police state.

Essential Question:
What are the common themes and major differences between WWII propaganda from the
United States, Great Britain, Germany and the Soviet Union?

Background & Historical Context:
• Propaganda can take many forms. Its persuasive techniques are regularly applied by politicians, advertisers, journalists,
radio personalities, and others who are interested in influencing human behavior. Propagandistic messages can be
used to accomplish positive social ends, as in campaigns to reduce drunk driving, but they are also used to win
elections and to sell products.
• Propaganda relies on agitating emotions, exploiting insecurities, capitalizing on the ambiguity of language, and bending
the rules of logic. As history shows, propaganda can be quite successful.
• Propaganda was one of many weapons used by many countries during World War II. From posters to films and
cartoons, governments used propaganda not only to buoy the spirit and patriotism of the home front, but also to
promote enlistment in the military and labor force.
• The governments of Great Britain, Germany, the Soviet Union and the US all employed propaganda divisions leading up
to and during WWII.
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Close Reading:
• This lesson showcases WWII propaganda
posters produced by the governments of the
United States, Great Britain, Germany and the
Soviet Union. The posters are organized into
galleries according to their country of origin.
• Students will work in small groups or pairs to
analyze a set of propaganda posters from a
specific country. Groups will then jigsaw their
findings in a class discussion.
• This graphic organizer will help guide your
analysis of these posters. (Click on the image to
download.)

• The “Propaganda Techniques” pre-reading will
help students recognize some of the common
themes of propaganda.

United States

"I'm Proud... My Husband Wants Me To Do My Part"

"Someone Talked"

During World War II, the U.S. government produced a number of
propaganda posters aimed at mobilizing women workers to
contribute to the war effort, offering images that challenged
traditional ideas about the role of women and the nature of their work
while still maintaining traditional gender hierarchies.

One of the most famous posters of World War II, "Someone Talked" urges
Americans to prevent sensitive information from falling into enemy hands.
Closely associated with the "Loose Lips Sink Ships" series communicating the
same idea, the image of a drowning sailor dramatically illustrates the
consequences of careless talk about military activities.

SOURCE | John Newton Howitt, I'm proud ... my husband wants me to do
my part, poster (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1944); from Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, http://
www.loc.gov/pictures/item/95504753. CREATOR | John Newton Howitt/
War Manpower Commission ITEM TYPE | Poster/PrintCREATOR | John
Newton Howitt/War Manpower Commission ITEM TYPE | Poster/Print

SOURCE | Frederick Siebel, "Someone Talked," poster, 1942, Government Printing
Office for the Office of War Information; from National Archives, Powers of Persuasion,
http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/powers_of_persuasion/hes_watching_you/
images_html/someone_talked.html. CREATOR | Office of War Information ITEM TYPE
| Poster/Print

“We Can Do It!"

"Warning! Our Homes Are in Danger Now!"

Among the most famous images from the World War II era, the "We Can Do
It!" poster of a determined working woman (colloquially dubbed "Rosie the
Riveter") has been reproduced thousands of times since its original
appearance in 1942. During the war, thousands of American women entered
the job market for the first time, many in munitions factories or other
industries directly related to the war effort. Many women found their
wartime roles in jobs previously reserved for men to be a source of
increased independence and pride, and for many their experiences formed
the foundations for later struggles for equal pay and an expanded role for
women in the workplace. Thus "Rosie the Riveter" has become a feminist
icon to many in the years since her original incarnation.
SOURCE | J.Howard Miller, "We Can Do It," poster, produced for Westinghouse/
The War Production Co-Ordinating Committee, 1942, National Archives, Powers
of Persuasion CREATOR | J. Howard Miller/War Production Co-Ordinating
Committee ITEM TYPE | Poster/Print

This World War II propaganda poster employs not-so-subtle depictions of
Adolph Hitler and a bloodthirsty Japanese soldier menacing the American
homeland. Produced by the General Motors Corporation, the poster
emphasizes the danger posed to American homes and families, and, typically,
employs a Japanese stereotype with exaggerated racial characteristics (the
figure may have been intended to represent Japanese Prime Minister Hideki
Tojo, although he was usually portrayed wearing glasses). The circular
graphic with the "Keep 'em firing" logo in the bottom left, meanwhile,
emphasizes the central role of American industry to the war effort.
SOURCE | "Warning! Our Homes Are in Danger Now!," poster, General Motors
Corporation, 1942, National Archives, Powers of Persuasion CREATOR | General
Motors Corporation ITEM TYPE | Poster/Print

Great Britain

“Up Housewives and At 'Em!”

“Dig for...Plenty”

Similar to American efforts of the time, this World War II poster urges British
housewives to contribute to the war effort by recycling household materials. With its
smaller population and more direct experience of the war (close to 68,000 British
civilians were killed during German bombing raids on the British homeland), the United
Kingdom required the participation of all segments of society in the war effort. As in
America, the contributions of women in Britain during the war would have a lasting
effect on their post-war status.

This World War II-era poster urges Britons to "Dig for Plenty" by growing their
own vegetables in home gardens. Part of the larger "Dig for Victory" campaign
that ran in Britain throughout the war, the poster stresses the benefits of
growing one's own food, thus preventing scarcity and keeping food prices
down. Individuals and families without backyards or private gardens were
encouraged to get "allotments," small parcels of land leased for a nominal rent
on which they could grow vegetables and other foodstuffs.

SOURCE | Yates-Wilson, "Up Housewives and At 'Em!", 1940, gouache on board, from "The
Art of War," The National Archives (UK),
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/theartofwar/prop/production_salvage/INF3_0219.html
CREATOR | Yates-Wilson ITEM TYPE | Poster/Print

SOURCE | LeBon, "Dig for Plenty!" 1944, gouache on board; from "The Art of War,"
The National Archives (UK), http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/theartofwar/prop/
production_salvage/INF3_0098.htm. CREATOR | LeBon ITEM TYPE | Poster/Print

“Keep Mum, She's Not So Dumb!”

“They Can't Get on Without Us”

This World War II poster urges British officers and other servicemen to"keep
mum" (quiet), lest military secrets and other sensitive information fall into the
hands of the enemy as a result of careless talk, in this case overheard by a
beautiful female spy. However unlikely such a scenario may seem outside the
realm of spy movies, in June 1941 the British government announced that such
exchanges were a "major problem." While its effectiveness in preventing
information leaks cannot be known, the poster's casual sexism succeeded in
raising the ire of Dr. Edith Summerskill, a Labour Member of Parliament.

A WWII poster urges British women to join the ATS, or Auxiliary Territorial
Service, a"woman's army" formed in September 1938 to free as many men as
possible for service on the front. The scene in the
background suggests one of the Service's primary roles, that of acting
as"spotters" for anti-aircraft guns. While the depiction of women in wartime
offered by this poster differs greatly from that of the"Keep Mum" series, the
imagery conceals one aspect of service in the ATS: the women received only twothirds of the pay rate for male soldiers in the British Army.

SOURCE | Gerald Lacoste, "Keep Mum, She's Not So Dumb!" 1942, charcoal,
gouache, ink and pastel on board; from "The Art of War," The National Archives (UK),
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/theartofwar/prop/home_front/INF3_0229.htm.
CREATOR | Gerald Lacoste ITEM TYPE | Poster/Print

SOURCE | "Dugdale" (Thomas Cantrell), "They can't get on without us," date unknown,
pastel and gouache on paper, from "The Art of War," The National Archives (UK), http://
www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/theartofwar/prop/home_front/INF3_0117.htm. CREATOR |
Dugdale (Thomas Cantrell) ITEM TYPE | Poster/Print

Germany

"Altpapiersammlung (Paper Drive)"

"Nicht spenden, Opfern (Don't give, Sacrifice)"

A 1943 poster announces a Nazi paper drive. As in the Allied countries,
German civilians were expected to contribute to the war effort by recycling
materials, rationing food, and buying war bonds. In Nazi Germany, however,
such participation was seldom optional. Boys of the age shown in this poster,
for example, would have been required to join the Hitler Youth, the Nazi
Party's paramilitary organization for young people, and in the closing days of
the war, would likely have been conscripted into service on the front.

This 1930s-era Nazi poster translates as "Don't give, Sacrifice," to the
Winterhilfswerk (Winter Aid), a Nazi party charity. The dire economic
circumstances in Germany during the 1930s both facilitated the Nazis' rise to
power and served as a focal point for expressions of German national unity,
including the making of such personal "sacrifices" which were not always
voluntary. Graphically, the poster retains some of the avant-garde style of Weimarperiod art movements like Bauhaus. In subsequent years, such innovations were
increasingly suppressed by the Nazi regime as "degenerate," and the more
modernist styles of the 1930s were replaced by the "realism" of World War II-era
Nazi propaganda.
SOURCE | "Nicht spenden, Opfern," 1930s, poster; from Calvin College online collection
"Nazi Posters 1933-1945," http://www.calvin.edu/academic/cas/gpa/posters2.htm. ATOR
| Unknown ITEM TYPE | Poster/Print

SOURCE | "Altpapiersammlung," 1943, poster, from "Nazi Posters 1933-1945,"
Calvin College, http://www.calvin.edu/academic/cas/gpa/posters2.htm. CREATOR |
Unknown ITEM TYPE | Poster/Print

"Der Jude (The Jew)"

"Du Bist Front (You Are the Front)"

This poster, issued in 1943 or 1944, was intended to perpetuate the Nazi myth of
"the Jew" as "inciter of war, prolonger of war." As German fortunes in the war
begin to decline, myths of a "Jewish conspiracy" made a convenient scapegoat
for failing military policies in a war started by Hitler's desire to create a racially
"pure" German empire. In the artist's rather crude rendering, a corpulent Jewish
stereotype gazes disdainfully down on a crowd of raised fists, a scene of wartime
destruction in the background. Anti-Semitic imagery and ideology had been part
of the Nazi program from the earliest origins of the party, finding their ultimate
expression in the systematic murder of approximately six million Jews.
SOURCE | "Der Jude," 1943-44, poster, in "Nazi Posters 1933-1945," Calvin College,
http://www.calvin.edu/academic/cas/gpa/posters2.htm. CREATOR | Unknown ITEM
TYPE | Poster/Print

Like many Allied propaganda images from the same period, this Nazi World War II
poster focuses on the importance of the role played by civilians in the war effort.
Workers in munitions factories and other war-production-related industries were
viewed as particularly important. The point made by the juxtaposition of the toiling
factory worker with the heroic soldier in the background is driven home further by
the text, which translates to "You are the front.“
SOURCE | "Du bist front," 1940-41, poster, from "Nazi Posters 1933-1945," http://
www.calvin.edu/academic/cas/gpa/posters2.htm. CREATOR | Unknown ITEM
TYPE | Poster/Print

Soviet Union

"Death to the Fascist Reptile!"
Another Soviet poster from shortly after the Nazi invasion of the Soviet Union
in June 1941 is this work by A. Kokorekina, in which a Red Army soldier
pierces a serpent cleverly coiled into the shape of a swastika. The caption,
which translates as "Death to the Fascist Reptile!," is as arresting as the
image. The poster's simple color scheme was the likely the result of the need
to produce images quickly and cheaply in the aftermath of the invasion, but
nonetheless results in a bold and striking example of visual propaganda.
SOURCE | Aleksei Kokorekina, "Death to the Fascist Reptile!", 1941, poster, from
Victoria E. Bonnell, Iconography of Power: Soviet Political Posters under Lenin and
Stalin, (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1999). CREATOR | A.
Kokorekina ITEM TYPE | Poster/Print

"We will ruthlessly defeat and destroy the enemy!"
A Soviet poster shows a Red Army soldier dispatching a gnome-like Hitler.
The torn document and discarded mask represent the Molotov-Ribbentrop
pact, the treaty of non-aggression signed by Nazi Germany and the Soviet
Union and violated when the Nazis invaded Russia on June 22, 1941. This
poster was the creation of the Kukryniksy, a collective of three artists who
became famous before and during the war for their caricatures of Hitler,
Mussolini, and other Nazi and Fascist leaders.
SOURCE | Kukryniksy, "We will ruthlessly defeat and destroy the enemy!" 1941,
poster, from GraphicWitness.org, www.graphicwitness.org/undone/rp.htm.
CREATOR | Kukryniksy ITEM TYPE | Poster/Print

"Red Army man, come to the rescue!"

”On the Joyous Day of Liberation from under the Yoke of the German Invaders"

A Soviet poster from 1942 shows a Russian family threatened by a Nazi bayonet.
Such fears were not unwarranted: between 1941 and 1944, some 20 million Soviet
civilians were killed by the Nazis. The image employs an almost cinematic
approach, juxtaposing the dramatically-shaded, monochromatic mother and child
with blood-red splashes of color. The text reads, "Red Army man, come to the
rescue!“

This poster by Viktor Koretskii celebrates the victory of Red Army forces in turning
the tide on the Eastern Front after German forces were turned back in a number of
brutal and costly battles, including Stalingrad and Kursk. As in Nazi Germany, the
more avant-garde experimentations of early Soviet propaganda gave way during the
war to the "realist" style that predominated under Stalin. The image of the archetypal
Russian peasant family smiling under the portrait of Stalin, with the caption "On the
Joyous Day of Liberation from under the Yoke of the German Invaders," was no
doubt meant to reassure a traumatized Russian population. At least 20 million Soviet
civilians perished during the conflict.
SOURCE | Viktor Koretskii, "On the Joyous Day of Liberation from under the Yoke of the
German Invaders," 1943, from Victoria E. Bonnell, Iconography of Power: Soviet Political
Posters Under Lenin and Stalin, (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1999).
CREATOR | Viktor Koretskii ITEM TYPE | Poster/Print

SOURCE | Viktor Koretskii, "Red Army man, come to the rescue!", poster, 1942, from
Graphic Witness, http://www.graphicwitness.org/undone/rp.htm. CREATOR | Viktor
Koretskii ITEM TYPE | Poster/Print

Jigsaw
Discussion
Students will convene as a class to discuss their findings in relation to the essential question:

What are the common themes and major differences between WWII
propaganda from the United States, Great Britain, Germany and the
Soviet Union?

Essay
Assignment
Choose one of the following options:

• Compare and contrast two or more posters
• Visual essay: pull together different images to tell a story; text should bridge the posters together
• Historical writing: Historically contextualize the poster: Is there a particular event or person the
poster refers to? What makes this a World War II poster? (Requires additional research)
• Point of view writing: Pretend you are a person in the poster; what story do you want to convey?
• Fiction writing: Make up a narrative describing the events leading up to or following the scene
depicted in the poster
• Responsive essay: elaborate on the emotions (anger, sadness, pride, etc.) that the poster(s) evoke

References

• Images acquired and lesson adapted from: American Social History
Project/Center for Media and Learning, “Propaganda and World War
II,” HERB: Resources for Teachers, accessed November 8, 2017, https://
herb.ashp.cuny.edu/items/show/1826.
• Propaganda Techniques handout: https://www-tc.pbs.org/weta/
reportingamericaatwar/teachers/pdf/propaganda.pdf
• Propaganda definition: Oxford Dictionary, 2017
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THE LIMITS OF
LEADERSHIP
Paxton Deuel

On January 20th, 2017, standing before Chief Justice John Roberts,
Donald J. Trump took the oath of office and became the 45th President
of the United States. Some people cheered, others cried. The
Obama’s packed up their belongings and departed the White House,
running out of the door just in time for an entirely new administration
and staff to take up where they left off.
Image credit

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Background

George H.W. Bush, Barack Obama, George W. Bush, Bill Clinton, & Jimmy Carter

Just the other day, a student asked me, “Mr. Deuel, why
didn’t Obama run for a third term?” I chuckled and promptly responded, “because our Constitution doesn’t allow it. It’s against the rules.”
The student stared at me for a long second, frowned, and then returned to her work. Rules are rules.
This interaction got me thinking about presidential term limits- the unwritten rule that began with George Washington in 1797 and
continued until Franklin D. Roosevelt won four consecutive presidential elections beginning in 1932. FDR’s long stay in the White House
ultimately led to the passing of the 22nd Amendment to the U.S. Constitution on March 21, 1947. Presidents have been held to only two
terms in office ever since.
The following pages outline a lesson plan that asks students to answer the question: “how many terms should a president be allowed to
serve?”

Essential Question Should there be limits on how many terms a president can stay in office?
Guiding Question
Why is the ghost of George
Washington depicted as
“haunting” Teddy Roosevelt?

Mount Rushmore, located in South Dakota,
features four U.S. Presidents (from left to right):
George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Theodore
Roosevelt, and Abraham Lincoln. These presidents
are well known by many Americans, yet none of
them served more than two terms. The convention

Scroll
“After winning the 1904 election, President
Theodore Roosevelt announced that he would
honor the two-term tradition by not running for
reelection in 1908. The pledge haunted
Roosevelt, especially when he decided to seek
the Presidency again in 1912. This cartoon,
published one month before the election, shows

From the archives...

Guiding Questions
•Click on each of the above portraits and read the brief text excerpt.
•What do you think was Alexander Hamilton’s opinion on presidential term limits?
Ronald Reagan’s?
•Time to make a guess! What is Barack Obama’s opinion of presidential term
limits? What makes you think that?

The 22nd Amendment
8 years is enough!

Section 1
No person shall be elected to the office of the President
more than twice.

The 22nd Amendment was passed in response to FDR’s
FOUR terms in office. He was elected to a third term in
1940 and a fourth term in 1944.

Guiding Question
What extraordinary circumstances might have contributed
to FDR seeking and winning more than the usual two
term’s of office? (Hint: what was happening in the world
during FDR’s term?)

Join Resolution, LOC

Conclusion
Essential Question Should there be limits on how many terms a president can stay in office?

NO
•If a president is doing a good job, why not
keep them in office?
•Elections motivate candidates to do what’s
best for the people (2nd term presidents
aren’t motivated by an election).

YES
•George Washington set the
standard.
•Places a limit on executive power.
•Reduces the likelihood of corruption
in government.

You decide!

AFRICAN
IMPERIALISM
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BY KELLY SUTTON

This lesson will explore African Imperialism, following
the Transatlantic slave trade that existed from the 16th
to the 19th centuries to the Berlin Conference and the
subsequent “Scramble for Africa.” Students will
participate in interactive and group activities aimed
towards increasing student engagement and
implementing historical thinking skills.

Map credit

Introduction
Introduce your students to the Transatlantic slave trade, a triangular
trade route that existed from the 16th to the 19th centuries. The
majority of those who were enslaved and transported were Africans
from central and western Africa, who had been sold to Western
European slave traders and brought to the Americas. Explain to
students that slaves were transported from Africa to the Americas by
Europeans for labor and that goods produced by slave labor were
transported back to Europe. Many of the America’s economies became
dependent on slave labor because the use of African slaves was
fundamental to growing colonial cash crops that were exported to
Europe. European goods were then used to purchase African slaves,

INTERACTIVE 3.1 Intro to Transatlantic Slave Trade

who were then transported on the sea lane west from Africa to the
Americas, the so-called Middle Passage.
Ex: Sugar, often in the form of molasses, was grown in the
Caribbean and then traded to Europe. The molasses was then distilled
into rum and the profits gained from the sale of sugar were used to
purchase manufactured goods. These goods were shipped to Africa
where they were used to barter for slaves. The profits from the sale of
the slaves were then used to buy more sugar, restarting the cycle.
What To Do:
1) Ask students a warm-up question related to the lesson.
2) Present an introductory lecture.
3) Use the image of the map on the upper-left corner to give students
a visual of what the trade looked like.
4) Use the video on the bottom left-hand corner to reinforce the
information learned from the lecture.
Extension Activity:
Provide students with a blank map and have them draw a route
representing the triangular trade. Have students list which goods or
materials were traded.

https://youtu.be/BPoTkW2FDk4
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INTERACTIVE 3.2 Interactive Slave Trade Map

This animated map is produced by Slate.com. The map uses
data on all accounted slave ships listed in the Trans-Atlantic
Slave Trade Database. Slave ships are represented by black
dots and can tracked through the years of 1545 to 1860. If you
pause the map and click on a dot, a link is provided to
webpage detailing all known information about that voyage.
Information includes: name of voyage, county of origin, year
registered, vessel owner, where slaves disembarked, place
where the voyage began, place of slave purchase, place of
slave landing, year arrived, number of crew members
departing and arriving, and number of slaves departing and
arriving.
Link to Slate.com interactive map:
http://www.slate.com/articles/life/the_history_of_american_slavery/
2015/06/
animated_interactive_of_the_history_of_the_atlantic_slave_trade.html

What To Do:
1) Model the map to students. Give background information on
how to use the map and the information it provides.
2) Have students read the accompanied article. The article
provides a summary of the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade and

The following video depicts the African Slave Trade through the years. Each dot represents
individual slave ships. If you pause and click on a dot, a link will be provided that will take you to a
page detailing information about the ship.

details which countries were involved.
3) Provide students a graphic organizer. They will use this
organizer to detail information about various ships of there
choosing.
4) Discuss findings as a class or in a small group. Questions to
ask:
1) What did you find most surprising?
2) What do you think accounted for the difference in the
number of slaves departing and arriving?
3) How do you think the slave trade effected Africa?
Extension Activities:
1) Have students watch the following clip about the conditions
experienced during the middle passage. http://www.slate.com/
articles/life/the_history_of_american_slavery/2015/06/
animated_interactive_of_the_history_of_the_atlantic_slave_trade.html

2) Have students read the following passage written by
Olaudah Equiano (1789), a former slave and abolition
campaigner. http://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/ism/
slavery/middle_passage/olaudah_equiano.aspx
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The Berlin Conference and “Scramble for Africa”
Provide students the appropriate context before
introducing the Berlin Conference and the “Scramble for Africa.”
Be sure to explain that Africa had hundreds of different ethnic
groups, over 1,000 languages, powerful armies, and large trade
networks solely controlled by Africans before being imperialized.
Europeans needed new markets for their manufactured goods,
new sources of raw materials to support new industries, foods
that were not grown in Europe (coffee, chocolate, tea, bananas,
oranges), and cheap and profitable labor. Europeans had a
technological advantages that Africans did not and Africans
were not united due to different languages & cultures found
throughout the continent. This made Africa easier to imperialize.
Before 1875, 10% of Africa was under European control.
The Berlin Conference took place in 1884. The major European
countries met to discuss the fate of Africa but no African rulers
were present. By 1900 most of Africa was controlled by the
empires of Europe; only Ethiopia and Liberia remained free.
Politically: Africans lost control of their land and their
independence and traditional leaders were replaced.
Socially and Culturally: Life spans and literacy increased,
hospitals and schools were built, famines resulted from
Europeans growing cash crops in the place of food crops, and
many Africans struggled with their identity because they were
taught that “white” culture was better than “black” culture.
Economically: Europeans built railroads, dams, telephones
(these were built to benefit Europeans), African land and
property were taken by Europeans, and Africans had to work in
mines, plantations, or on the railroads.
What To Do:
1) Present a brief lecture on the Berlin Conference and
subsequent “Scramble for Africa.” Be sure to connect the
effects caused by the slave trade to the imperialism of Africa.
2) Give students a reading titled “How the Europeans Sliced Up
Africa” written by Glenn Frankel of the Washington Post. This
reading further explores the Berlin Conference and the
“Scramble for Africa.” The reading is supported with
scaffolded questions. See next page for the reading.
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GALLERY 3.1 How Europeans Sliced Up Africa

This reading provides background knowledge on the Berlin Conference and the subsequent
“Scramble for Africa.” The accompanying questions aide in scaffolding the reading for students.
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Scramble for Africa Simulation
This activity is designed for students to understand the economic and arbitrary
motivations of the European powers in the imperialization of Africa.

GALLERY 3.2 Scramble for Africa Simulation

Scramble for Africa
Directions:
• Divide your class into groups of four.
• Once students are their groups, assign each
person a number from 1-4.
Each group should have:
• A blank map of Africa
• Seven different colored pencils/pens (red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, purple and
pink/brown) to mark their territory on the map.
• Ruler

Modeled After:
Scramble for Africa
Directions:
• Divide your class into groups of four.
• Once students are their groups, assign each
person a number from 1-4.
Each group should have:
• A blank map of Africa
• Seven different colored pencils/pens (red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, purple and
pink/brown) to mark their territory on the map.
• Ruler

Scramble for Africa: Round #1
Assign Students:
• Student #1= Britain (red)
• Student #2= France (blue)
• Students #3/#4 together= Portugal
(pink/brown)
• If there are 5 students in a group, student #5
always aides Britain.

Scramble for Africa: Round #1
(1500-1815)

Scramble for Africa: Round #1
(1500-1815)

Scramble for Africa: Round #1
(1500-1815)

Background Information:
Portugal:
Dutch:
• Africa has many powerful kingdoms that
• You are the first to explore the coast of Africa. • The Dutch settlement of the southern tip of
would be difficult to conquer and European
You have little interest in Africa right now
Africa has important historical ramifications
countries are uninterested in African colonies
because your major interest is trade with Asia. but is largely irrelevant to this simulation so it
at this time. The power of the Ottoman
Therefore, you are looking for port locations
has been ignored.
Empire (north coast of Africa) and Ethiopia
which will assist your ships traveling around
• No one has been assigned to represent the
make those areas unavailable for European
Africa to Asia. Place six brown/pink dots on
acquisition.
the map to signify the locations where you
Dutch at this time.
establish your ports.

Scramble for Africa: Round #1
(1500-1815)

Scramble for Africa: Round #2
(1815-1875)

Scramble for Africa: Round #2
(1815-1875)

Britain and France:
Background Information:
Portugal:
• You have little interest in Africa because your primary • Africa continues to have many powerful
• You are becoming more interested in trade
concern is your American colonies and trade with
kingdoms and territories but European
with Africans so you expand your influence
India. You see Africa as a trade route to India and as a
countries need to control the coastline and
source for slaves to work on sugar, cotton and tobacco
around your ports.
river mouths in order to have trade access to
plantations in the Americas.
the natural resources of the interior in Africa. • Color a 1/2” length of the coast adjacent to
• Britain places four red dots and France places 4 blue
four of your ports (brown/pink).
dots at port locations which will assist the acquisition
The Ottoman Empire (north coast between
of slaves or trade with India.
ports) and Ethiopia continue to be unavailable
• Britain and France alternate placing their dots with
for European acquisition.
Britain going first. Both Britain and France can take one
Portuguese port if they choose to do so.
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Map of Africa
Willem Blaeu
c 1640
Source

THE HARLEM RENAISSANCE
by Taran Schwartz
The Harlem Renaissance or the “New Negro
Movement” was an African-American cultural and
artistic explosion that took place in the early to mid
twentieth century, centered on the Harlem
neighborhood of Manhattan in New York City.
This lesson is designed to integrate history with
literature, asking students to both analyze Harlem
Renaissance poetry and contextualize their findings to
determine characteristic themes of the Harlem
Renaissance.

Image: Getting Religion, by Archibald John Motley, Jr.,
1948. Credit: link
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Image: Carter and King Jazzing Orchestra in
1921 (picture taken in Houston, Texas).
Credit: link

After introducing the lesson, give students this
graphic organizer. Then play a short video giving
background information about the Harlem
Renaissance. Instruct students to annotate key
elements on their graphic organizers as they watch.
This should take about five minutes.

INTERACTIVE 4.1 History Brief: The Harlem Renaissance

Next, put students into four groups. Give two of the groups one Harlem
Renaissance poem, and give the other two groups a different poem.
Include vocabulary supports as necessary. (The number of poems and
groups can easily be altered to the teacher’s preference. Alternatively,
substitute art or music.)
Groups should spend a few minutes reading, discussing, and analyzing
their poems to identify themes (use notes from the video for some hints
about characteristic Harlem Renaissance themes).

Click text above for full screen
Langston Hughes, 1936 photo by Carl Van Vechten.
Credit: link

Next, instruct groups to gather materials (a poster and markers), and visually represent
the themes they have uncovered in their poem however they choose.

Left: On a John Brown
Flight, by William Johnson,
c.1945. Credit: link
Below: Jitterbugs, by
William Johnson, c. 1941–
1942. Credit: link

Above: Nightlife, by Archibald John
Motley, Jr., 1943. Credit: link
Right: Willie and Holcha, by William
Johnson, c. 1939–1940. Credit: link

Finally, students should share their group’s work. This can be accomplished by a
gallery walk or group presentations, depending on time. One fun way to do it is to
have other groups first say what themes they see in a poster, before the group
presents what they intended to convey.
Image: Lafayette Theater in Harlem on opening
night of “the Voodoo Macbeth,” April 14, 1936.
Credit: link

If an exit slip is desired, students can turn in the bottom half of their graphic
organizers as an exit slip, or write in a few sentences about the themes they saw
in their favorite poster (other than their own).

The following 8 texts were curated to serve as the pillars of a unit on the Westward Expansion era. Each pair of texts is color coded to be
taught on the same day of instruction. Students are prompted which specific questions concern each of the four Historical Thinking Skills. For
reference, I have included a chart that lists the skills with corresponding questions, objectives, and prompts to help students interact with
these skills.

Document 1 Catlin's Creed Spoken by Russel Means
Source It:
• Who wrote this? When/Where was this written?
• Is this source reliable?
Contextualize It:
• What was happening at the time this creed was written?
• What is different about the Western Expansion era compared to today?
• How might the circumstances of the Western Expansion era affect this document’s
message?
Close Read It:
• What claims does the author make?
• What evidence does the author present to support his claims?
• What language (words, phrases , images, and symbols) does the author use to
persuade his audience?
• What does the language of this creed indicate about the author’s perspective?

Source It:
• Who painted this? When/Where was this painted?
• Is this source reliable?
Contextualize It:
• What was happening at the time this was painted?
• What is different about the Western Expansion era compared to today?
• How might the circumstances of the Western Expansion era affect this documents
message?
Close Read It:
• What claims does the author make?
• What evidence does the author present to support her claims?
• What language (words, phrases , images, and symbols) does the author use to
persuade his audience?
• What does the language of this creed indicate about the author’s perspective?

Document 2 Painting by Ezra Palmer
Corroborate!
• What specifically are the perspectives of these documents?
• How are these perspectives different/ similar?
• Which document more reliably informs it’s audience about the interaction between Homesteaders and Native Americans?

Document 3 Speech to the Working Men of San Francisco

Source It:
• Who wrote this? When/Where was this written?
• Is this source reliable?
Contextualize It:
• What was happening at the time this speech was written?
• How might the circumstances of the Western Expansion
era affect the message of this speech?
Close Read It:
• What claims does the author make?
• What evidence does the speaker present to support his
claims?
• What language (words, phrases , images, and symbols)
does the author use to persuade his audience?
• What does the language of this autobiography indicate
about the speaker’s perspective?

Corroborate!
• What specifically is the perspective of this document?
• Whose perspective is left out?

Document 4 Autobiography of a Chinese Immigrant

Source It:
• Who wrote this? When/Where was this written?
• Is this source reliable?
Contextualize It:
• What was happening at the time this autobiography was
written?
• How might the circumstances of the Western Expansion
era affect this autobiography’s message?
Close Read It:
• What claims does the author make?
• What evidence does the author present to support
claims?
• What language (words, phrases , images, and symbols)
does the author use to persuade his audience?
• What does the language of this autobiography indicate
about the author’s perspective?

Corroborate!
• How is this perspective different/ similar to the previous perspective?
• Which document more reliably informs it’s audience about the interaction between White American Workers and Chinese Immigrants?

Document 5 Edward Everett’s Speech in Opposition to Indian Removal

Source It:
• Who wrote this? When/Where was this written?
• Is this source reliable?
Contextualize It:
• What was happening at the time this speech was written?
• How might the circumstances of the Western Expansion
era affect the message of this speech?
Close Read It:
• What claims does the author make?
• What evidence does the speaker present to support his
claims?
• What language (words, phrases , images, and symbols)
does the author use to persuade his audience?
• What does the language of this autobiography indicate
about the speaker’s perspective?

Corroborate!
• What specifically is the perspective of this document?
• Whose perspective is left out?

Document 6 Andrew Jackson’s Speech to Congress on Indian Removal

Source It:
• Who wrote this? When/Where was this written?
• Is this source reliable?
Contextualize It:
• What was happening at the time this speech was written?
• How might the circumstances of the Western Expansion
era affect the message of this speech?
Close Read It:
• What claims does the author make?
• What evidence does the speaker present to support his
claims?
• What language (words, phrases , images, and symbols)
does the author use to persuade his audience?
• What does the language of this autobiography indicate
about the speaker’s perspective?

Corroborate!
• How is this perspective different/ similar to the previous perspective?
• Which document more reliably informs it’s audience about the interaction between White American Workers and Chinese Immigrants?

Document 7 Luther Standing Bear’s Memoir

Source It:
• Who wrote this? When/Where was this written?
• Is this source reliable?
Contextualize It:
• What was happening at the time this autobiography was
written?
• How might the circumstances of the Western Expansion
era affect this autobiography’s message?
Close Read It:
• What claims does the author make?
• What evidence does the author present to support
claims?
• What language (words, phrases , images, and symbols)
does the author use to persuade his audience?
• What does the language of this autobiography indicate
about the author’s perspective?

Corroborate!
• What specifically is the perspective of this document?
• Whose perspective is left out?

Document 8 Chief Joseph's Speech to Congress

Source It:
• Who wrote this? When/Where was this written?
• Is this source reliable?
Contextualize It:
• What was happening at the time this speech was written?
• How might the circumstances of the Western Expansion
era affect the message of this speech?
Close Read It:
• What claims does the author make?
• What evidence does the speaker present to support his
claims?
• What language (words, phrases , images, and symbols)
does the author use to persuade his audience?
• What does the language of this autobiography indicate
about the speaker’s perspective?

Corroborate!
• How is this perspective different/ similar to the previous perspective?
• Which document more reliably informs it’s audience about the interaction between White American Workers and Chinese Immigrants?

AN ACCOUNT OF THE RED SUMMER
By David Grabin

6

The aftermath of the Chicago
Race Riot of 1919. Image courtesy of
The New Historian. Posted By: Daryl Worthington
Posted date: July 29, 2015
in: News http://www.newhistorian.com/chicagorace-riot-1919/4447/

Directions:
Use this letter and your knowledge of history to answer the questions
that follow.
Background
information:
The events
described in
the following
letter take
place during
a time called NAACP Leader DuBois in Washington: 1932 by Washington Area Spark https://
www.flickr.com/photos/washington_area_spark/8487557442
the “Red
Summer,” referring to the summer of 1919. At that time there was a
sharp increase in race riots across the country, in the North as well as
the South. This document comes from the archived records of the
NAACP, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored

People.

Other facts related to Mr. Scott’s letter:
1. The so-called “Red Summer” riots took place across 25 cities. This included riots in
Illinois, Nebraska, Washington D.C., and Texas.
2. Mr. Scott’s account describes the 5-day Washington Riot, which started on July 19th,
1919. The riots began when reporters published sensationalized (hyped-up) headlines
describing attacks on White women by Black men.
3. In response to the headlines, White servicemen began assaulting Black pedestrians
4. This letter was Mr. Scott’s affidavit. This means it was a legal court document signed
under oath that testifies to what Mr. Scott witnessed.

Question: Which 2 of the 4 facts above help you figure out whether Mr. Scott’s experience of
being involved in a race riot was typical (usual) or atypical (unusual) of Black men in the 1920s?
Explain your reasoning.
Fact # ___ helps to show that Mr. Scott’s experience was either usual or unusual because:

Fact # ___ helps to show that Mr. Scott’s experience was either usual or unusual because:

Question: Which 2 of the 4 facts above help you decide if Mr. Scott is a trustworthy
source?
Fact # ___ shows _____________________ because:

Click the letter itself to enlarge it. Or you
can click the pointer icon to see a
transcription of the letter in plain text.

